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CollectionBuilder
https://collectionbuilder.github.io/
information, documentation, workshop videos!

Add collection metadata and digital objects to
a CollectionBuilder template to generate...

... a complete digital collection website

Visualizations

Collection metadata drives interactive visualizations including browse, subject clouds, maps, timelines, and tables.

Browse

Subject Clouds

Map

Timeline

Table

Data Downloads

Item Pages

Collection metadata drives the creation of rich item pages for each object.

Data Derivatives

Collection metadata drives generation of reusable data derivatives and rich machine readable markup. ”Collections as data”.

About Pages

Collection metadata can be pulled into narrative pages, surfacing context, research, and storytelling. “Collections as collections”.

How It Works

CollectionBuilder Project

Jekyll Static Generator

Static Web Site

(template code, metadata,
configurations, and digital
objects)

(built into GitHub Pages or installed on
computer)

(hosted on any basic web server or
GitHub Pages)

Quick Look!
https://github.com/CollectionBuilder/collectionbuilder-gh

No GUI Admin Interface

(no server-side programming language,
databases, or content management system)

Digitization, Spreadsheets, Static Web

Why??

Technical Beneﬁts of Static Web
●
●
●

Fast Load + Low Bandwidth
Minimal Infrastructure Requirements
Simpliﬁed Developer Experience
○ Comprehensible Code
○ Easy Version Control
○ Local Development Server
○ Rapid Design Cycles

Beneﬁts for Libraries
●
●
●
●

Sustainable Workﬂows and Infrastructure
Preservation Ready Content
Agile, Flexible, Modular Projects
Educational in Nature

Lib-STATIC, a Methodology
Open

●
●

open data / data driven
open source / collaborative development

Simple
Simple(ish)

●
●

basic infrastructure requirements (less IT)
lower barriers to development

●
●

Full control over content and data (no 3rd parties)
Leverage librarian skills

●
●
●

Engaging design and user interaction
Visualizations for context and discovery
Reusable / shareable data

Library(ian)
Optimized
Librar* Optimized
User
UserFocused
Focused

https://lib-static.github.io/

CollectionBuilder “Types”
●
●
●
●

CollectionBuilder-GH (“GitHub Pages”) - Teaching and Learning
CollectionBuilder-SA (“Stand Alone”) CollectionBuilder-CONTENTdm (“Skin”) CollectionBuilder-ES (“Elastic”)

CollectionBuilder Examples
CollectionBuilder-based projects have been deployed with internal and external partners
in a variety of use cases. This section presents a selection of CollectionBuilder projects
representing the range of possibilities for using the template.

Working With Traditional Digital Collections

“Barnard-Stockbridge Photograph Collection” represents
the typical “Skin” used by University of Idaho built on top
of our CONTENTdm repository to provide a better user
experience exploring our collections. Our custom
localized version of CollectionBuilder-CONTENTdm is
used to generate more than 50 digital collection
websites with standardized branding. Staﬀ and librarians
are able to contribute to the GitHub project to eﬃciently
maintain and update these collections. The ease of
creating Skins allows us to create customized interfaces
for more collections, giving special treatment to these
resources with better context and user experience.

“She Changed the World” is a project by North Carolina
Digital Collections to curate a set of themed resources
out of their extensive CONTENTdm collections. This
demonstrates the ability to create new aggregations of
items cutting across repositories to tell important
stories.

“Founding Stories” is a project by University of
Washington Tacoma to present oral history
interviews recounting the establishment of the
institution. It demonstrates CollectionBuilder’s
ﬂexibility to accommodate diﬀerent item types
(in this case images, interview audio, and
transcript PDFs for each item) and incorporate
other static web features (visualizations from the
Oral History as Data project).

Working With Faculty, Staﬀ, and Students

“Civilian Conservation Corps in
Idaho” is a project in
collaboration with U of I history
faculty who wished to share
materials accumulated during
archival research. This enables
an opportunity to go beyond the
ﬁnal publication, providing
access to a unique curated
collection.

“Adult Salmon and Steelhead
Migration Studies: 1996-2014” is
an early stand alone collection
built from metadata and PDFs
submitted by an ecology lab to
preserve research for long term
open access. This highlights the
possibilities to provide ﬂexible
institutional repository services
that represent the unique
contexts of research that might
otherwise never be published
online.

“1918 Flu Pandemic Collection”
is a special exhibit created by
Special Collections staﬀ to
highlight timely, thematic
content. The agility and
simplicity of CollectionBuilder
allows staﬀ to learn how to
contribute ideas, content, and
long form writing to eﬃciently
collaborate with digital
librarians to bring this type of
collection to life. We would not
have been able to publish this
sort of collection using our
traditional repository workﬂow.

“Historic Japanese Ceramic
Comparative Collection” is an
early customized version of a
CollectionBuilder-SA template
developed in collaboration with
a graduate student in
Archeology to publish her
unique research beyond a
dissertation. This highlights the
project’s ﬂexibility to adapt to
diﬀerent content types and
means of navigation. The
graduate student was able to
meaningfully contribute to the
collection site by creating data
and content, without needing
skills in web development.

“University of Idaho: Then and
Now” is a project created by an
undergraduate student during a
fellowship with the Center for
Digital Inquiry and Learning. The
student explored archival
images of campus, then
rephotographed the locations
to provide “then & now”
comparisons. This shows how
the CollectionBuilder template
can be quickly modiﬁed and
extended with new features,
such as KnightLab JuxtaposeJS.

“Mining History in Idaho” is a
student led collection created
by an undergraduate history
course using an early version of
CollectionBuilder-GH. Creating
the collection provided students
an experience in archival
research, digitization, metadata
creation, and web publishing.

CollectionBuilder Resources
●
●

CollectionBuilder Home, https://collectionbuilder.github.io/
CollectionBuilder GitHub, https://github.com/CollectionBuilder
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